There is increasing demand, in particular from the medical field, for assays capable of detecting sub-pM macromolecular concentrations with high specificity. Methods for detecting single bio/macromolecules have already been developed based on a variety of transduction mechanisms, which represents the ultimate limit of mass sensitivity. Due to limitations imposed by mass transport and binding kinetics, however, achieving high concentration sensitivity additionally requires the massive parallelization of these singlemolecule methods. This leads to a new sort of 'digital' assay based on large numbers of parallel, timeresolved measurements aimed at detecting, identifying and counting discrete macromolecular events instead of reading out an average response. In this Tutorial Review we first discuss the challenges inherent to trace-level detection and the motivations for developing digital assays. We then focus on the potential of recently developed single-entity impact electrochemistry methods for use in digital sensors. These have the inherent advantage of relying on purely electrical signals. They can thus in principle be implemented using integrated circuits to provide the parallelization, readout and analysis capabilities required for digital sensors.
Introduction
Healthcare is developing toward solutions attuned to the needs of patients based on real-time, precise and reliable data. 1 Important enablers are sensing devices to monitor, treat and coach patients. Particularly interesting in analyzing the molecular landscape of diseases such as cancer are so-called liquid biopsies, which probe circulating factors in biofluids including cell-free DNA (cfDNA) and RNA (cfRNA), proteins, extracellular vesicles, and circulating tumor cells (CTCs). 2 Among these biomarkers, oligonucleotides constitute the most important class for such applications. 2, 3 To name but two examples, tumor DNA has been found to circulate freely in bodily fluids such as blood and urine, 4, 5 and it has been proposed that drugs can be targeted against aberrant transcription pathways in cancer patients by monitoring messenger RNA expression levels. 6, 7 As the natural concentrations of such biomarkers in liquid biopsies can be extremely low ( pM or lower), analytical devices with ultrahigh sensitivities are required.
Surface-based "solid-phase" biosensors are an important class of analytical methods for biomolecular detection. In a typical surface-based biosensor, the sensing element surface is functionalized with receptors, and specific interaction of the biomarkers with these recognition elements transduce to a measurable signal. The quantity of analyte bound to the surface of the transducer is inferred through a variety of means that includes optical, 8 mechanical, 9, 10 electrochemical, 11 and magnetic responses, 12 from which the concentration in the original sample can be deduced. Different strategies have been implemented for boosting the sensitivity of surface-based sensors via ameliorating the efficiency of the recognition elements, 13 transducers, 9 and electronic components of the biosensors. Nevertheless, designing reliable analytical approaches for the detection of analytes at low concentrations within a practical time scale remains demanding.
The affinity and kinetics of a particular biomarker-receptor pair are largely predetermined. However, targeted recognition elements have been engineered for increasing the binding affinity. For instance, substituting DNA with PNA improves the affinity via diminishing the electrostatic repulsion between the target DNA and the probe. 13 Similarly, introducing electrostatic interaction in the binding site residues of antibodies via mutagenesis can boost the affinity of antibodies against their antigens. 14 However, the mutations can destabilize the engineered antibodies thermodynamically and make them more vulnerable in further sensing procedures such as immobilization. 14, 15 Besides, engineering the recognition elements for improving the affinity may undermine their selectivity. Hence, improving the performance of the reco-gnition elements of the biosensors represents a major challenge. Boosting the response of the detection element (or, alternatively, suppressing aspecific background signals) is therefore an appealing alternative.
Many electrochemical methods have been developed to monitor the binding of biomolecules to surface-immobilized probes and thus provide specific recognition of targets. A broad array of chemical schemes further exists to assist binding of the target or boost sensitivity, often in combination with a DNA pre-amplification step in the case of nucleic acids. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] These platforms require minimum amounts of captured analyte to transduce the event to a measurable signal. As a rule these schemes employ 'macroscopic' electrochemical methods even when the readout electrodes are miniaturized, and efforts to downscale electrodes in the hope of higher sensitivity do not automatically translate into higher overall performance.
Here we first discuss the challenges of sensing at low concentrations ( pM, fM) via ensemble sensing systems. We summarize the fundamental physical impediments and outline the key parameters in surface-based sensing: mass transport and kinetics. Here we use the detection of short oligonucleotides as a prototypical example application. We argue that there exists an opportunity for new sensor concepts based on massively parallelized single-entity measurements. Early attempts have focused mostly on optical methods. [22] [23] [24] Purely electrical transducers are however highly desirable since they can be implemented using integrated circuits to provide massive parallelization at low cost. In the second part of the manuscript, we therefore review electrochemical sensory systems with the capability to sense analytes and particles with a digital on/off mode.
The challenges
Miniaturization can increase the sensitivity of a sensing element and improve its signal-to-noise ratio. 25, 26 Moreover, it allows analysis of small-volume samples as encountered in single-cell analysis. However, in a sensor where the rate of analyte transport is limited by diffusion, shrinking the size of transducers decreases the probability of interaction between analytes and sensing elements. Hence, although scaled-down transducers can detect ultra-low amounts of analyte due to their superior electrostatic, photonic, electrochemical or magnetic performance, transport of analyte to the sensing element can quickly become the limiting factor for sensing over a practical time scale. This is illustrated in Fig. 1a , which shows that the expected collision rate between an analyte and a sensor quickly becomes impractical for nanoscale sensors at fM level concentrations. 27, 28 For example, if we consider that the transducer is sensitive enough to convert the adsorption of one target molecule into a measurable signal, the time scale of sensing for transducers with a size of 1 μm to 10 nm ranges from ∼1 hour to ∼1 day for 1 fM samples. In addition, most sensors are unable to convert a single molecule interaction event and require more analyte molecules for a detectable signal. Hence, the time scale of the sensing becomes impractical and stability of the transducer, bioreceptor, and analytes become an issue. 27 It is possible to decrease the time scale of collision between analytes and a sensing element via imposing fluid flow. This is not as effective as might be assumed, however. At high convective flow rates the collision rate between analyte and a sensor surface scales only as the 1/3 power of the flow velocity (in other words, increasing the pressure by a gigantic factor of 1000 results in a mere 10-fold gain in the collision rate). 29 In principle, this problem can be alleviated by implementing simultaneous fluid flow and nanoscale confinement to guide analyte toward the sensing elements. 30 Returning to the diffusion-limited regime, the calculation in Fig. 1a was performed with an optimistic assumption of instant and irreversible binding of analyte molecules to the sensing element. In practice, however, analytes do not necessarily adsorb to the sensor as soon as they encounter its surface. Binding and dissociation of biomolecules, for example to a sensor surface, is a dynamic process. 31, 32 This complicates sensor design because, besides the intrinsic kinetic properties of the recognition elements, their density is also an important factor (especially for highly charged capture probes such as DNA). 33, 34 Hence, in addition to diffusional mass transport, the recognition event can also become the rate-limiting step.
To appreciate this point more fully, it is interesting to perform some numerical estimates. Consider a simple capture reaction described by Langmuir kinetics. The number of analytes bound to the surface, N bound , after an incubation time, t, obeys
Here N receptors is the total number of receptors on the surface, C T is the target concentration in solution, K is the binding constant and τ is the time constant for reaching equilibrium. For illustration purposes, we focus on short oligonucleotides (20 base pairs) under favourable binding conditions ( probe density of 5 × 10 12 molecules per cm 2 ). For this system, typical values are K −1 ≈ 1 nM and τ ≈ 10 5 s. 35 For a trace target concentration of 1 pM, this means that only about 0.1% of the receptors are occupied at equilibrium (t → ∞). For a measurement time of order 100 s, a desirable value for point-of-care applications, the occupancy N bound /N receptors drops another factor 1000 such that only one receptor in a million is occupied. If one desires a statistically meaningful measurement, it is further necessary to count a significant number of targets. For ca. 10% statistical error, for example, this corresponds to N bound ≈ 100 and, correspondingly, N receptors ≈ 10 8 . Importantly, these receptors occupy a significant surface area of order (100 μm) 2 and do not physically fit on a typical miniaturized sensor. 35 Increasing the density of probe DNA does not solve this problem since electrostatic repulsion hampers hybridization at high densities, as illustrated in Fig. 1b . On the other hand, lowering the density below 1 × 10 12 molecules per cm 2 is kinetically favorable and can overcome the electrostatic barrier. 33 However, in this regime the number of capture probes per surface area is low (1 molecule/100 nm 2 ), limiting sensitivity. 27 The above back-of-the-envelope calculation represents an order-of-magnitude estimate for one specific system but highlights the difficulties inherent in pM-level detection. Measuring the average response of a mm-scale sensor to ca. 100 macromolecules represents a formidable challenge. Even if more favourable conditions are assumed, such as extending the incubation time, one is still left with a situation in which a small integer number of targets must generate a signal large enough to be detected. Achieving the absolute sensitivity to detect such a signal by optical, mechanical or electrical means is not the only challenge, however. The relatively long incubation times also mean that high stability is required to detect the signal against a background that includes slow fluctuations due to temperature stability as well as low-frequency (so-called 1/f ) noise in the readout electronics. These sources of drift can easily mask a small signal.
Digital sensors
Driven by the nanotechnology explosion of the last decades, most fields of science have witnessed the development of methods for detecting and studying single entities ranging from artificial (nano)particles and living cells to individual (bio/macro)molecules. The detected signals differ from those commonly encountered in macroscopic measurements in that they are inherently stochastic. Instead of a smooth, average response, one observes sharp spikes, steps or other discrete features that reflect single-entity-scale events such as binding, conformational changes, bond breaking, etc. Detection of single analytes corresponds to the ultimate level of mass sensitivity. However, this does not automatically translate into a high sensitivity in terms of concentration. This is because, in order to achieve this absolute level of mass sensitivity, it is usually necessary for single-entity transducers to have dimensions that are not too much larger than those of the entity being detected. This limits their capabilities for trace-level analysis since, as we argued above, these applications require very large numbers of receptors that in turn require a large detection area. Therefore, in order to adapt single-entity techniques to ultra-low concentration measurements, it becomes necessary to employ large numbers of transducers in parallel. Each individual sensor is capable of detecting discrete microscopic events, but only in the aggregate do they provide the ability to detect ultra-low concentrations. This concept is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 .
How would a digital 36 sensor work for measuring concentration? Returning to our example of Langmuir kinetics for short DNA oligos, note that at short times (t ≪ τ) eqn (1) simplifies to
where k on ≈ 10 4 M −1 s −1 is a typical binding on-rate for this system. 35 Eqn (2) indicates that the bulk concentration is simply proportional to the ratio N bound /t, which can be monitored by the digital sensor by counting the N bound events. There is an additional subtle advantage to using singleentity transducers. We already mentioned that real-world detection techniques suffer from background drift. If a singleentity signal is measured in real time, however, drift and offsets become much less of an issue. It is much easier to detect sharp, sudden events in the presence of slow drift than it is to detect a small change in response after a long time interval. This is illustrated in Fig. 2f .
We refer to the combination of discrete, time-resolved signals and high degree of parallelization as digital sensors, in analogy to the discrete and parallelized nature of digital integrated circuits.
Electrochemical methods are in principle well-suited to the implementation of digital sensors. This is because parallelization can be achieved relatively straightforwardly and in a costeffective manner if implemented in the form of integrated circuits. This renders single-entity electrochemical methods an interesting candidate for attempting to build new sensors based on the principle of digital detection.
The Coulter counter, a classic stochastic electrochemical assay
A classic example of a stochastic electrochemical sensing system for single-entity detection and characterization is the resistive pulse sensing (RPS). This system is the advanced exemplar of the classic Coulter counter approach, originally introduced in 1953. 37 In Coulter counters, particles passing through a nano/micro pore cause discrete transients in the ionic current flowing through the pore. The sensing system consists of two electrolyte-filled reservoirs separated by an insulating membrane and possessing a single micro-nanoscale pore. The two reservoirs contain electrodes that are used for applying a transmembrane potential difference across the nanopore, such that ions flow through the pore and an ionic current (i c ) is established. Particles driven through the pore temporarily block the ionic current by displacing the conductive electrolyte (Fig. 3a) . The resulting transient increase in the electrical resistance leads to a detectable step-like decrease in the current-time response. However, the decreased current pulse is ephemeral and the current is restored to its baseline value immediately after the particle has passed entirely through the pore (Fig. 3b ). The magnitude, duration and frequency of the current-time resistive pulse provide information about the size, shape, surface charge, and concentration of the particles. 38 Initially applied to micron-scale analytes such as cells, this approach developed further following progress in micro-and nanofabrication techniques 39, 40 and was extended to characterize the size, geometry, surface charge, and mass transport kinetics of nanoscale objects and macromolecules.
The amplitude of pulses upon blocking the ionic current, Δi c , depends on the geometries of the pore and of the particle as given by the equation
Here i c is the baseline current, d s is the diameter of particle, d c is the pore size, l c′ is the channel length considering the "end effect" (l c′ = l c + 0.8 d c ), and S(d c ,d s ) is a numerical correction factor. 39, 41, 42 The frequency of the pulses is directly proportional to the particle concentration. 43 In a channel with well-defined geometric shape and known chemical properties, the pulse duration, Δt, and characteristic signature have been associated with the charge density of nano objects, 44 the shape and structure of macromolecules 45 and the translocation dynamics of asymmetric nanoparticles. 46 For instance, in a biological nano- pore (α-hemolysin protein channel) the blockade lifetime is related to the length of translocating polynucleotides. 43 In addition, the pulse duration and characteristic signature can provide information about the molecular configuration and folding. 45 More recently this approach has been extended to a broad palette of analytes, culminating in the sequencing of nucleic acids. 47 
Impact stochastic electrochemistry
Another, more recent approach to detect single entities in micro-or nanoscale regions is impact stochastic electrochemistry. This is also an amperometric sensing approach in which the collision of particles with an electrode surface leads to discrete changes in the current-time response. Depending on the electrical or catalytic properties of the colliding particles, different types of signals can be detected in the form of characteristic step-or spike-like transients that appear in the current curve. Different types of information such as size, electroactivity, shape, and surface charge can be extracted from these current transients. While still in its infancy, exploiting these methods for macromolecular detection has been demonstrated in specific cases. 36, [48] [49] [50] Three main classes of approaches based on the impact principle are current blockade, current amplification and capacitive impact, as summarized in Fig. 4 .
Current blockade impact
In blocking-based measurements, binding of individual nonelectroactive particles to the electrode surface hampers the mass transfer of a redox mediator present in the solution. Under potentiostatic control, mass-transport-limited oxidation or reduction of this mediator at the surface of a miniaturized electrode leads to a steady-state current. In an electrolyte solution containing micro/nanoparticles, proximity of the particles to the electrode surface blocks the steady-state mass transport of redox molecules. Hence, stochastic interaction of particles with the electrode surface can be sensed as discrete, step-like decreases in the current-time response (Fig. 4a ). 51 The average step magnitude, ΔI, is approximately proportional to the projected area of the particle on the electrode, inversely proportional to the diameter of the electrode and proportional to the concentration of the redox mediator. As a complication, due to the nonuniformity in diffusive flux of the redox molecules, particles adsorbing on the edges of the disk electrode block a higher current density and therefore lead to larger step heights. 49, 51 Furthermore, due to the difference in current density between the edge and center of the disk electrode, the dynamic displacement of adsorbed particles from the center to the edge of the electrode may lead to unwanted steps in the current response that are not representatives of adsorption events. 54 It is interesting to note that the current blockade mechanism is conceptually related to that of the Coulter counter, as sketched in Fig. 5 . In the Coulter counter, the migration of ions is obstructed by the analyte particle, whereas it is the diffusion of the redox mediator that is obstructed in current blockade. Because both the electrostatic potential and the mediator concentration profile are governed by the Laplace equation, however, the distortion of the migrational or diffusional fluxes around the particles are very similar in the two cases.
Current amplification impact
The impact detection approach has also been applied to studies of the electrocatalytic activity of metal nanoparticles at The catalytic nanoparticles play the role of working electrodes to carry out a heterogenous electron-transfer reaction while the inert electrode works solely to establish electrical contact to the nanoparticles. 52 (c) Direct faradaic impact: electron transfer takes place by electro-dissolution of particles reaching the electrode. The measured current change upon the collision is proportional to the number of atoms in the cluster. 53 (d) Capacitive impact: current transients upon particle collision result from either charging of the particle or obstruction of the electrical double layer of the electrode. In both cases the polarity of the spikes can invert upon changing the applied potential.
the single particle level. Here the sensing mechanism is faradaic reactions involving the (usually conductive) nanoparticles. 55 These sensing systems can be separated into two distinct classes: mediated impact and direct impact. 53 Mediated faradaic impact. In this approach, electrocatalytic nanoparticles are detected upon collision via a redox reaction that is catalyzed by the particles (Fig. 4b ). Due to kinetic limitations of the electrode at the applied potential, faradaic reactions can only take place at the surface of adsorbed particles that are in contact with the electrode. In this scenario, the electrode acts only as electrical contact to the nanoparticles. Time traces of signal amplification impact events appear as discrete staircase-shaped increases or spikes in the steady-state current. 52 Signal amplification occurs in the sense that a single collision leads to many electrocatalytic events.
The current step magnitude upon diffusion-controlled electrocatalysis of the redox species on the adsorbed particle on planar electrode can be expressed by the following equation:
where F is the Faraday constant, D is the diffusion coefficient of redox species at concentration C, and r is the radius of the metal nanoparticle. 56 The spike size and shape can provide information about the size, residence time of binding, and interaction nature of the particles. In particular, the amplitude of the current transients is related to the particle size. Moreover, the capping agent and the geometry of the nanoparticle also affect the step size. 52 The time scale of the current decay in the spikes may be affected by reaction kinetics and also with the nature of the particle-surface interaction. 56 Direct faradaic impact. Direct reduction or oxidation of metal nanoparticles at UMEs has also been applied for studying the size distribution of these particles. 57 Since oxidation or reduction of the nanoparticles occurs in a defined potential window, collision events can be employed for characterizing these nanoclusters by measuring the transferred charge (Fig. 4c ). The area under the observed spikes in the currenttime response upon oxidation or reduction of the nanoparticles is equal to the number of transferred electrons between the electrode and the collided nanocluster, which is in turn proportional to the absolute number of atoms. 57, 58 For example, the following equation represents the charged passed per current spike upon complete oxidation of spherical Ag nanoparticles on the electrode surface.
In this equation, Q max is the maximum transferred charge, ρ p is the mass density of the nanoparticle, r np is the particle radius, and A r is the relative atomic mass. 57 This approach has been extended to sensing of non-metallic nanomaterials and electrochemical size monitoring of organic nanoparticles has been studied. 59 
Capacitive impact
Particle collisions can have additional consequences beyond faradaic charge transfer and current blockade. Collisions can also remove charge from the electrode surface or disrupt its electrical double layer, a process known as capacitive impact. Both conductive and insulating particles can exhibit this phenomenon in different manners. 53 For example, this sensing system has been implemented for characterizing the capacitive properties of graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs). In this approach, the stochastic collision of GNPs with an electrode modify the charge at the electrode-electrolyte interface. Depending on the applied potential, electrons can leave or enter the electrode to compensate this charge redistribution. 60 These events can be observed as transients in the current-time response (Fig. 4d) . Moreover, the polarity of the spikes will be inverted by using an applied potential that is either higher or lower than the potential of zero charge (PZC) of either the electrode or the particle, as shown in Fig. 4d . 61 Determining the PZC of colliding particles can also help to elucidate the nature of the electric double layer of electrodes. 60 
Analyte transport in impact electrochemistry
Before they can be detected by impact electrochemistry, analyte particles must make their way to the surface of the electrode. In general this mass transport includes contributions from diffusion, migration and convection:
Here J, C, D and μ are the local flux, the concentration, the diffusion coefficient and the electrophoretic mobility of the particles, respectively, E is the electric field and v the electrolyte flow velocity. Impact electrochemistry measurements usually do not involve convection so we take v = 0 and ignore this contribution here.
In a well-designed electrochemical experiment, the electric field is usually negligible through the use of a supporting electrolyte. Migration may however play a larger role in impact experiments. This is because the electrophoretic mobility of colloidal particles is of the same order of magnitude as that of small ions and largely independent of particle size, whereas the diffusion coefficient scales as the inverse of the particle size. Thus, the larger the particle, the more important the electric field becomes. This counterintuitive observation can be used to selectively influence the rate of mass transport, for example in current blockade impact experiments. 51 It is thus useful to estimate the conditions under which migration dominates over diffusion. For a hemispherical electrode of radius r 0 , the electric field has radial symmetry with magnitude
Here r is the radial distance from the center of the electrode and V ohm is the potential difference between the electrode and bulk solution (i.e. the ohmic drop). Assuming that particles that reach the electrode are immobilized or consumed, the corresponding total collision rate from migration, Γ mig , is
Here C 0 is the bulk particle concentration (this simplification ignores the depletion near the electrode caused by diffusion but this is sufficient to estimate the crossover between diffusion and migration). The corresponding collision rate from diffusion is
This calculation indicates that Γ mig becomes larger than Γ diff when
which depends only on the properties of the particle and is independent of the electrode size. For small monovalent ions, this result simplifies via the Einstein relation to V ohm > k B T/e, where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and e is the electron charge. At room temperature this corresponds to ≈27 mV. This simple relation no longer holds for larger particles, however. For a spherical colloidal particle D = k B T/6πηr p , where η is the dynamic viscosity of water and r p is the particle radius. The electrophoretic mobility is instead given by the Smoluchowski equation, μ = εζ/η, where ε is the permeability of water and ζ is the zeta potential of the particle. Importantly, this indicates that μ is independent of r p . Combining these results yields for the case of spherical particles
The critical value of V ohm above which migration dominates thus decreases with increasing r p . Numerical substitution indicates that the critical potential is ≈10 µV for a particle with r p = 1 µm and ζ = −27 mV. It is thus possible for migration to be negligible for the transport of a small redox mediator while it dominates the motion of larger particles.
How large is V ohm ? This of course depends on the nature of the experiment. We first consider the Coulter counter. Here V ohm originates from the potential applied between the two reservoirs, V app . This potential can be divided between the resistance of the pore itself, R pore , and the resistance of the solution on either side of the pore (the so-called access resistance), R acc . The ohmic drop is then V ohm = V app R acc /(R pore + 2R acc ). For a pore that is much shorter than its diameter, R pore ≪ R acc and thus V ohm ≈ V app /2. It is thus rather straightforward to apply sufficient potential to ensure that transport to the pore is driven by electrophoresis rather than diffusion, as is commonly done in Coulter counters.
We now turn to current blockade electrochemistry. Here an ohmic drop develops because salt ions must move to compensate the charge injected by oxidation or reduction of the redox mediator. The ohmic drop is then R acc I, where I is the faradaic current. The access resistance for a disk electrode is given by R acc = ρ/4r 0 , where ρ is the resistivity of the electrolyte, while the diffusion-limited mediator current is I = 4nFC m D m r 0 , where n is the number of electrons transferred, C m is the mediator concentration and D m is the mediator diffusion coefficient. This yields
Interestingly, this result is independent of the electrode radius. For 1 mM ferrocene dimethanol in aqueous 0.3 M KCl solution (n = 1, D ≈ 5 × 10 −10 m 2 s −1 , ρ ≈ 0.2 Ωm) eqn (12) gives V ohm ≈ 10 μV. Comparing this value with eqn (11) indicates that transport of particles with r 0 > 1 μm will be dominated by migration under these conditions. Increasing the mediator concentration or decreasing the supporting electrolyte concentration (thus increasing ρ) will cause smaller particles to become controlled by migration. Also note that the direction of the migrational flux depends on the polarity of V ohm . For negatively charged particles (ζ < 0) an oxidation reaction for the mediator attracts the particles toward the electrode while a reduction reaction repels them, preventing access to the electrode at sufficiently high reduction currents.
Other forms of impact electrochemistry besides current blockade do not require a mediator and are thus in principle free of migrational effects. In practice, however, unwanted background reactions take place to some degree, leading to a finite faradaic current. The magnitude of the ohmic drop can again be estimated as V ohm = R acc I = ρI/4r 0 , where in this case I is the experimentally measured background current.
Summary and outlook
In this Tutorial Review we have discussed some of the main challenges inherent in detecting trace amounts of macromolecular species with high degrees of specificity using electrochemical methods. We have argued that, while recently developed nanoscale assays allow detecting single entities ranging from nanoparticles to bio/macromolecules, these cannot be directly employed for analytical applications at ultra-low concentrations. Doing so will further require massive parallelization in the form of large numbers of individually addressable electrodes and readout systems, thus creating a 'digital' assay based on the counting of single discrete events. Electrochemical methods are well suited for this purpose as they can be integrated with microfabricated circuitry to implement this parallelization. We then focused on impact electrochemistry, a set of methods for detecting and characterizing single micro-and nanoscale entities. While this has not yet been achieved experimentally, these methods provide a route for the realization of an electrochemical digital sensor. An important question has not yet been addressed by the impact electrochemistry community, however: how does one best translate a biomolecular recognition event into an impact electrochemistry signal?
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